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-ABSTRACT
This brief guide on how. to study efficiently was

designed for minority engineering students and provides' eight
.techniques to improve study habits am& enhanCe learning and
retention. The first seven suggestions are each accompanied by a
methodology and an _explanation of the purpose of the technique;- the
eighth pertains to: the overall.conCept of using study time: well and,
,how the previous seven suggestions can ,enable students to do so. The
eight suggestions are: 1. Study the most important principles_and
processes first; 2. Fodns on what -you have dot, yet mastered; 3.
PeriodiCally re -study important material yoli have already mastered';
4. ,Do homeWork within two days of the assignment; 3, Get help if you
,can't solve a new_problem after one hour; 0 Join- -a study -group to

,-, keep up with homework; 7.:Cheek yout academlic progrest every week;,
and 8. Use the concept of "time -on- task" toj study efficiently. The,
booklet intludes a study'schedule,.form,.brilef referendes, and a
capsule version of the study snggestiOns. IcG)
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NCNACME, I.
TheNationat Action CouncitforAinotities in Engineering; Inc. was created by-
Arneridanindu§try, uniVersities,..professional soeieties, and , minority, engineering:_
as§OeiatiOns-tO inereasethe nurnber,of,high quality minority. students- graduatingT
from engindering,schoOls.

NACME's inandate is:, to encourage the ithpleMentation and expansion4)f local
programming that will identify, attract, prepare, and ,gr'aduate Students mho will

. . . . .

enter the engineering Profession. As the Central'organizatiori and catalyst for the
national minority_ engineering effort, NAtrAt.lie-rforms those tasks that are best
dOne nationally while assisting regional and local.programs to do what is more ef-
feCtively doneat the :rOcal level:

NACME therefore seeks to increase the nurnber Of:institutional participants in the-
national effort: corporations, foundations, universities, professional societieS,
s.etio61 sdisttiets,, community, and minority organization§, and government bodies.

-11, ACME blays a tole ineaeh step necessary fa the deVdopment of new engineers.
To see' that rnOrestudents are identified and' their_awareness of engineering,in.-.
erea§ed, the Identification Program finds,Ptomising high school students and.Pro-
Vide§ guidance ant:1 motivational-materials. NACME's Tech nical AssiSkine 'team
Strengthens existing local programs and prOvides'field Service-asststance to riew ef-
forts'intent on preparing students for an engineering career. The Incentive Grants
iProgram, one of the large,st,such program§ in the nation, provides financial aid tO
Ainiirersity-level minority engineering students while simultaneously encouraging
the I, schOols. to recruit, reiain and -graduate more. tn4lority, students. ResearCh;.
Planning, land Assessment projects at NACME provide enrollnient and graduation
data, identify characteriSticsOf effective University retention programs, and publish
reports-.vitalin guiding the Minority engineering education effort.
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PREFACE
This booklet is about,a skill you need<in ordeto

become *.a succesSful engineering student, and to
achieve:exceifence in engineering: This skill is not often
taught to studentp; bLit you can learn it on your own.
Th4t skill I; how to study efficientlyhow to get the
most out of the time you set aside for studyhow to
itudY.smart(ly),

SOme colleges have ,s'pecial programs to help
Minority stUdents; learn to study efficiently. _Others do
not. We have studied the most successful of these
special programs for minority students and have ex-
arnined 'research data on teaching and learning. From
all this we havetoinpiled,a number of suggestions you
can use _on your own to improve the efficiency of. your
study. /

Each section of the booklet tells you something
'you- can do to improve your study 'habits. Although
each smart study suggestion- is selUcontained, a com-
mon thread runs throughout. Wise students will tryjour
or five study,sUggestions and end up doing two or three
regularly. We haV,e inclUded a short version of the sug-
gestions that you.can cut out and carry. witiv.you. You
may want to laminate it in plastic, °make photocopies
of it to remind -yourself .

The longer version of the suggestions,explains ex-
actly how you can study more .efficiently, and why
,these suggestions will work for you.

'Engineering is a profession that demands and
rewards excellence Our purpose in this booklet- is to
help -you reach the _highest level of learning you can
reach. It ip a Design kir- xcellenc6 e.
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I. Stadythe most
important.principles and
processes fiest.

Ho ui:

Some professors point out the most important you
shouldlearn from their courses. For extmple,-.a forty five minute
lecture on the gas laws might include theiheory,b,ehind the laws-
and several applications of the-laws. All_that information is useful
and I- iiis you understand the -fundamental.coinbined formula,

..:PV' = n RT Many professors will spotlight this formula as the co
most important thing for you to remember and to practice using. ...
Unfortunately, most professors don't do this. That means you ,

%%-must make a special effort to find out what to focus on when you cwstudy Ask foradvice from your tutors or other instructors,- or see 73
what questions were asked on old exams. Or ask your professor E

= to pin-point .the most important parts, of his lectures and
C.(13assignm'ents, - / t

If these suggestions don't help you, ,t/hen you must useyour
.

o
o.

own judgment in deciding what to study, Some professors assign E
'''', relatively unimportant examples and problems along with the iin-

Voportant material because they want to cover all' aspects of their o
E

-o
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subject But no Student has time to study and re study everything,
so you must learn to identify the most important material. After
each class, ask yourself these questions. 'What parts of today.
material are most likely to be un exams? And what parts will I have
to`know for future courses?:

The answers to these two questions may-.not be the same.
Dr Cr. PaskuSz, professor of,Electrical Engineering, University
of Houston says,- "There may be a difference between what is real-
ly and what is likely to be on the exam. The grapevine,
course files, andstudents who have-already:had the course,are
good,sources of information about what is likely to be on thikpru-
fessor's exam. The short term objective of working for- a good
grade in, the course can be attained that way. But:there still re-
mains the much more valuable problem of learning what is must
important to prepare one adequately for the next course up the
line."

With practice, asking yourself these questions will help you
make better decisions about how to use your study time.

Why :

These _suggestions come from an educational theory
developed by Benjamin Bloom.' called Mastery Learning. 'MI5

'theory was tested for five years in several New York City high
schools, and seems to be very effective in improving academic
achidVement, especially in science and mathematics, Mastery
-Learning is based on the belief that up to, 95% of students can
-reach the-high-levels of learning usually reached by only the best
learners, &they are given thetime and quality of instruction they
need. The problems are t'aatsurne students need more time than

8 9



the school schedule allows, and the cpality of instruction vanes
-.greatly. Bloom's strategy is designed to shorten the time a student

takes to learn something.
The teacher who prepares a course using Mastery =Learning

theory"first defines what 'mastery" means. What things must the
student be able to do show mastery in the course? These are call-
ed instructional objectives. The teacher then (arranges these ob--
jectiveS into a series of units, so that each new Unit uses and adds
to the-material learned in earlier units, Next, the teacher con-
structs brief, ungraded tests to be scored by the student. These
are called form-dale tests, Their purpose is to tell the teacher how
much of each course objective the student has=grasped.
'the teacher prepares a set of materials called currecnues, These
teach the objectives of the course in ways different from the

f4srciom instruction,
The teacher-then begins teaching the-Units in sequence, At

,the end of each unit, he gives students the formative test to find
out what each student has learned. Students whu have not
learned-then use the cOrrectives to complete their learn.sig for
that, unit, When all units'have been completed, the-teacher gives
the final or surnmatiue test. The results of that test usually deter-
mine the student's grade in, the course. If the student has
achieved mastery, as it was defined at the beginning of the
course, he or she gets an A. Lower levels of achievement result
in loWer grades, but, few students earn below C.

Not many college professors use Mastery Learning theory
'fully However, you can use it yourself to some degree even in
an ordinary course. For example, when you ask yourself and
others what is-most important for you to study in a course, you

t o



are defining for yourself the instructional ubjectwes of the course,
even if the instructor has not defined them for you, My goal-as
author of this booklet is to enable all students to exploit the prin-
ciples underlying Bloom's findings-on :flew own, evenlwhen.a
teacher does:not use Bloom's ML teaching techniques. Other
sections of this booklet will show you how to_putinto practice the
other parts of Mastery 'Learning theory.

And keep in mind as you study. it-will do you little good to
half understand the principles and,procedures of engineering.
TO solve the problems you will face as a student and an
engineer, you must fully understand those principles and pro-
cedures, and be able to apply them. That is, you inust master
the material, you study.

Dr. Wesley Harris, professor of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics.-M.1 T., says that mastery and excellence mean the same
thing Excellence is what you should stave for in your study of
engineering.

10



II:. Focus on what. you
hpuje not yet mastered.

How:
You won't always get the right answers on your tests and

homework papers, You may be embarrassed by your wrong answers,
and be tempted to ignore them. But wrong, answers give you, very,
ils-eful'information, Wronganswers 'ell you iprecisely.what you have
not yet rnastered and,. therefore; what you must study harder.

-oFirst, look over your tests ands hOmeWork to see what answers
you got wrong Then spend 30 to 90 minutes of your study time'going cu

over those problems and questions again, learning how to get the right r,
answers Now, check to see that you have mastered this material. ,E
Here are two wayS to check:

. CD

.1.

1 If your profeSsor reqUires a textbook, or. recommends one,, find. -
several problems in -it -that use the principleS or procedures you tchave just studied. Try to solve those problems. Ifyou can solve

cu
them, you have now learned the material. >.

ci
2 If your professor doesn't require or, recommend a textbook, or if .c

cyou can't find any prOblems to solve that cover the, material, o
you've studied, do this. Imagine thatiyou have to explain the s>,. .
material to another student. In your own words, write out one or ci

..c**4two paragraphs as if you were_ talkinglo that other student, 3 ,

...

Don't stop here. Now. discuss what you havejusi studied with c
osomeone else Go lo a tutor, or a classmate who seems iounderstand
N

the material, pr an instructor. Show that person your solutioris,to the coproblems, or your written explanatiops. Does he or she agree and . o

. -
-r. 11
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understand? Ifso, you know that you now understand the principle,
law, or proCedure you have been Studying,

Ideally, you shOuld follow,theSe suggestions for only the must im-
portant materialin the course. In Section One, we told you-how to
decide what is most important. But what if you, aren't sure what to
'study in this way? Then its &good idea to study some of the-;Material
you think may or may not be important. You may waste some of-your
study time if the material you focus op is not inCludedi in Mule
courseWork or exams. But you will waste more time if you try to study
everything` covered- by lectures and textbooks. After all.; you have
already mastered-sonie,athat material. The-most efficient,way. to use
your-study time is to study'first and hardest the mot imp rtant-things
you- have,n6t-yet mastered,

Why
When yOu follow the advice we have just given yoi.j, you are,do-

ing some of what we .described in,Section One wheryke discussed
Masters, Learning theOr A necessary_ steP:in learning spmething is to
find out what you ,can do already, and what you_tannot do. Your

,wrong-answers .on tests -and homework are like the formative-tests
used in Mastery -Learning they tell you what youf have not yet
learned. Studying the material again, solving new problems your in-
structor did not assign, and writing paragraphS of explapation are ways
of :learning_ that are:different from classroom instructir, like the cor-
reeth2iii in Mastery Learning.

You can 'count on your. professor or your instructor to tell-you
what you did wrong. But its up to you to fight the urge to ignore your
Mistakes beCause of embarrassment. Finally, it's your responsiblity as a
future engineer to study the material in new ways. Icou are the one
'Who 'will benefit,frOrn mastering it.

12-
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111: Perkadicaily re-study
linpoitant material ypu
have. alreadsi mastered.

How:
In Sections One and Two we'told you how to schedule most of your

study time First, 'study the most important new material. Then study old
material'you have not yet Mastered. But you should also plan to spend
some of your study time going back over important -Material you have .
already mastered; so that you_don't forget it.

A good- Way to .do this is to go back and solve some problems yod II
already know how to solve, o'have solved,before. First, decide what prin-
ciples and procedures you must know for exams arid future course work,,as, c,

cawe described in Section One Then find some problems that use those pnn- t
ciples and procedures. Here are some ways to find problems. (2.

o
Keep your old hOmework papers and exams when-your instructor E
returns them. Mark in red some problems you solved correctly. >.
Look in the early sections of the textbook your instructor_ has assigned V=.
foi the course.

72
Find' a different textbook in the same subject, in the library or e
bookstore, Take,problems from it. >.
Ask your instructor if there are files 1old exams you can look at. Your CILo'instructor may even point out the most important problems. '6
Ask your tutor or fellow student for problems from.their homework or
-exams. 41)

CIT
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Why:
You should ao this because of the way most engineering and math

courses are arranged These courses haye a luerarchiCal order. That is, the
instructor presents the basic skills and elements first, and then goes on to the
higher-level material But "basic" does not mean .,the same, as 'simple."
"Basic" Means fundaMental that is, this early materia is the foundation on
which all the later material in the course is based. if you don't learn4the basic
material well in the begitng, then it is very hard, if not impossibk to learn
the next steps 'It's very mi ich like trying to build a stone archway with several,
of the,foundation piecesImissing, thejcbmices of yourbeing able to-put the
top stone in place are pretty slim, .to-say nothing of having it stay there.

Foi- this reason it's :Wise to refresh your memory of .the basic material
-regularly Some instructors -schedule- periods for,reyiew of old material into
their course Calendars Others, regularly, give a Lo., "old" problerns-in their
homework as,§ighhients If your instructor ,doesn't do this, you should
schedule review sessions-into your regular-study time, and stick to you own
schedule:

Going back over material you have already mastered will reinforce your
memory Of-important principles and procedures. And give you con-
fidence in your ability to master,new- material.

15
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IV. Do homework within two days
after it's assigned.

-How :L
When your professor introduces a new principle, conceptror procedure in hisor her lectures, do yourassigned homework as soon as possible. Schedule yourstudy time so that you practice using these new ideas within two days. If there is no

assigned homework, find ways to practice using the ,new material on your own. InSection Two we suggest some ways to -do that.

Why:
It's very important to do your homework promptlyeven thccigh it may not

count for more than 20% of your Course grade. Doctor Gerald,Paskusz, Professor
of Electrical Engineering at the University of Houston, ekplainswhy. He says thatthe purpose of homework in engineering, physics; and math courses is to give you
practice in applying new and important principles. Those: new principles May
seem clear to you when your professor first explains them. But you will be taking
classes and labs in several different subjeCts, and you will forget the explanationsquickly unless you use the ,principles to solve ,problems. And once you haveforgotten the explanations, you will have to spend -valuable study time re-learningtime that you could better spend studying something else.

16 ' 15



, 'Dr. aymond 'ILandis,, Professor of Mechanical Engineering at California
State -Univ rsity, Northridge, also explains why students should do homework
prorriptly. e says thatstudents retain Jurne infoimation and learn more efficently
when they study and master new material within several 'hours after it is first
presented. F;-le adviSes his students alwaysto master the Material presented in each
Class beforg the next-class session conies.

nr. 1...pclis goes on to say, "Another principle I try to instill, in students is,to
Areal their ;scheduled Aime with the same commitment as a class. Students will
deCliiie invitation:, or 'requests when they have a class. Since study time, is at least
as_irpoortant, if not more important than class time; it is imperative for students_to
,

'Elook,on their study time as a lirm'comrnitrnent."
David Ellie-adds,. "Studies have shown that one week after receiving mean

,ingful informaturr, students] were able Yu recall.only about.60% of the material.
Himever, when the same volunteers reviewed the same kind'uf material within
hours, they were able to recall 90% of the Material: Review your,..not.3s right-
after class. Review reading within one day. Fifteen minutes of review after a class:
will hours of study time later on when final exams approach."

1.7



V. Get help if ypit cOril-sOlve
a neteproblerni after one hour.

How
In earlier sections of this booklet, we suggest ways to study and to schedule your

time Now suppose you've followed this advice. You've worked hard for an hour trying
to solve a problem or answer a question on your.homework. But you still can't get the ):%

answer The concept or principle just doesn't make sense toyou. What do you do now' a
Don't give up But don't waste any more of ,your study time lworIcing by yourself, TA

either Get help Go to a tutor, or to a classmate or an instructor who is willing to help. ,

Or go to your study group, which we discuss in Section Six. qet someone to go over the
problem or question with you until you,understand the principle or procedure involved. ,

Remember: one hour, plus or minus fifteerLminutes, is a realistic limit to place on
unproductive study If you're not getting good results after an -hour of hard work by
yourself, get help.

Why:
Of course it's true ;ou must learn to solve problems independently. But you. must

also master your course material. You simply don't have enough study time to keep
working on problems you can't solve by yourself after reasonable effort. You also have
the pressing problem of getting the rest of the day's homework done before the next

*18. 17



assignment copes along.
By seeking help when you

best use of your valuable study
find yourself becoming a more

18

need it, you ere learning to study efficiently,to make the
time. And as you improve yoir study habits, you may
independent problem solver.
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VI. loin qstud.0,,group4o. keep up
with hipiteulork.

Hcv :
1

/
In Section Five we discuss how to/ et help when you aren't getting results-from your

--tudy time One way to get help is to joiin an Organized- study group. A study group is usually
made up of two or three StudentS Who re taking the same course or courses. They agree on
regular-times to Meet and work to'getliier on homework and preparation for exams.

The study group is in addition to)ndividual study, not a substitute for individual study. Its
a give and take arrangement When you are having difficulty solving a particular problem or
understanding a.concept, the other members of your group help you by discussing it or ex-
plaining it to you In return, you /help them when they have trouble with something you
understand' When ,your scheduled meeting is Over, the members of your group return to in-
dividual study. /

Some colleges and universjties help students organize groups, or even legume atten-
dance in groups as part of sPeci I programs. If your college doesn't do this, you can still get the
benefits of group study Find ne of two other students in, ,your classes that you can work
with students who' do their ssignments and are willing to help one another. Agree on a
place to meet, and set regul meeting times. Then stick to your schedule,

y
Good students for years have formed study groups on their own. Recently, some

engineeirig programs hAve been organizing study, groups with.good results, At Case Western

2 19
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Reserve University, the minority student retention program directed,by Ms. Margaret Boulding,
organizes students into groups of two or three according to the classes they are taking The
groups meet two ur three times a' week. Each student is responsible for reading any assigned
,material and trying to do the assigned homework or problems. Students then work together in

itheTgroups to solve the more difficult probleMs and improve their understanding of the con
7 gem's. - ,

,MS. Boulding reports, "This approach appears to be effective. Since we have incor-

/ porated group study into our program, our freshmen have earned higher grade point
i 'averages than then predecessors. Our records indicate that those students attending/the study

r labs/and participating in group study have Perforined much, better than those students who

r, .

have dune neither of the above. We believe that a well structured study situationiwill benefit

r _ any student, but' especially /those/ whojsuffei from weak study habits." r
, Dr. William Gamble, Director, Office of Minority Educational Development, Georgia In

stitute of Technology says.,"I 'personally feel this sectjon,deserves special attentip. Engin, rs
usually work as a team. Students can prepare themselves for prOfessOnal teamwork by.get

1ting,in the habit of studying in groups." ----

Regular attendanCe at group sessions may help '..ciu develop good, study hab(ii. Amend
there may be other benefits. Differept students May take different routes in solving a problem,,
Listening to your fellow students may thus help yuu learn other thinking patterns, new ways to

r
go about solving difficult problems,

Additional experience with group study at Illinuis Institute of Technology is voiced by
M.E.P1 Director, Nathaniel Thomas, 1 agree with all your studied premises, espeCially group
study since I have used it successfully for years. I did this because it made good common sense
and it worked, even though I didn't give a name to the process."

.

/
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Check your acaderr, c progress-, s
every week.

Some engineering colleges havotheir own "early warning" procedures to find and counsel students
who are not doing well and may be in danger of failing. your college may or may not have such
procedures Bur the smart engineering, student doesn't wait for a-warning from- someone else,
Develop your own way of checking your progress in your courses each week. That way you can
lake corrective action when yOu.need it before it's too late./

Hdre are some things to watch for.
Are you more than two days behind iri your homework? There is so much work in engineer.
ing courses that you must stay on schedule to succeed. If you are two days behind in your
assignments, you may need to give yourself more time to study, or you may need to study in
different ways Sections Four, Five, and Six:of this booklet offer suggesttons that may help.
Are you scoring less than 70% on homework and tests? Lower scores may mean that you
have notmastered the Material presented so far. And the material that comes later builds on
this,early material You may need to "review the basics, as we suggest in Section Three. And
you may need to focus on Whatiyou have:not yet mastered, as ,we suggeSt in Section Two.
If you belong to a study group, do you g4t more help than you give? If so, you may not be
spending enough time in individual study,',Oryou may not be fi?cusing,on the right things. See
Sections One, Two and Three for suggeitiOns.

' I
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Do you feel lost, as if.yOu just don't understand? If so, the way the mThterial is being presented
in class or in your textbook may not be working for you. Try forming a study, group to get
other approaches to the material, as we suggest in Section Six. Or look fora different textbook
on the subject, in the library or book store. Try, asking questions in class to check your
understanding. Try solving some problems-your. instructor did, not assign. Try ,writing out a
paragraph or two of explanation of the material you don't think you understand. We discuss
some Othese ways to check your Understanding in Section Two.

Use these warning signs to check your own,progress and understanding every week. If you're
falling behind or not doing as well as you should; don't be shy. And don't wait until it's too late Get
help from your instructor, your tutors, your study group, or your fellow students. There are always
people who are willing to help if you ask them.

22
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VIII. Use the concept of "time-on- task"
to study efficiently.

The concept:
According to Harvard Professor, John Carroll,' people are not '-`good learners" or "poor

learners " Instead, they are "fast learners" or "slow learners." Research that Professor Carroll did in
the 1950's and 60's shows that both fast and slow learners can finally learn almost all that is taught in
secondary schools and colleges if they have enough- time and motivation. Professpr Carroll
developed a principle called the Carroll Learning',Function. Basically, it says that the degree of learn-

n.ing you achieve equals thc- amount of time you actually spend un learning divided..by the-time it a)
takes you to learn. That is*, o

0-
De gree of learning

Time spent on learning

Time needed to learn
co

Think about this for_a minute. If Prof essoi Carroll is right,,what the Learning Functi4 says is
that there are basically two ways to increase your degree of learning. You can spend more time ac-
tually learning Or you can reduce the amount,of time it takes you to learn. The smart engineering
student constantly looks for ways to improve the degree of hiy or her learning. This booklet is about
ways you can do that.

How to use the concept:
If you aren't spending enough time studying, the first thing to do is obviously to spend more

time But if you are already spending,all the time you have for studying, then you may be able to in-
crease the time you spend actually learning by spending yoUr study time mere efficiently.

Throughout this booklet we advise you to schedule your time;-set aside certain hours for study-
ing certain 'subjects, and stick to youy schedule. Make a serious commitment to study. Take your

'0

0
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sheduled study time as seriously as your scheduled-class.time. In Section Five we advise you how
to limit the amuunt of tinie yutt speed on unprOductive study, study that doesn't produce results, In
Secriun'Six we discuss the tectiluque.'and benefits uf group study. All these are ways uf using your
study time efficiently.

But there is always a limo to the amuunt of time you can spend in study, and to the efficiency
you can achieve. So you must also seek ways utreducing the amount of turie_it takes you to learn.
Here are some of those ways.

tuncentrate on the most iMputtailt matenal;the critical elements. Section One athis buuklet
tells you how and why.
Concentrate on what you haven't, learned, not un what you have already learned. Section
Two tells you how and why. , .

Review the basic elements regularly to impruve your memory retention. Section Three tells
you-how and why,
Study promptly when new material is'assigned, to reduce the amount of material you him. to
relearn. Section Three tells you tow and why.
Find differeatvays to learn. If one way doesn't work fur you, try another. We discuss this In
Sections Two and Six.

A recent graduate in Civil Engineering said, "Wise studentS.learn to step back from their situa
hurls periodically to make sure they are nut spinning their wheels.- One way to du this is to consit:r
the Carroll Learning `unction. As you know, a fraction (degree of learning) increases if you increase
the.numeratur.itiine actually spent un learning) or rf you deCrease the denominator (time needed to
learn). Think of your own eductitott as an en9ineering.problem you are solOrig. To increase the
degree uf your learning. laid ways of changing both the numerator and the denominator of.the Car
roll' Function.

In the uthei'sectiuris of this booklet, we suggest how to decide what to study, and ways to
study. You also need to decide when to study and where. As an engineering student, you will prob
ably have to du five to ten times as much homework as you did in high school. Few beginning
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students really know, at first, how much time and energy is needed.for success. Many.engineering,
schools, therefore, have special programs to h alp minority students learn to focus their attention arld
schedule their time If your school doesn't have a study skills program,'you can use the suggestions
in this booklet to learn to study efficiently. It is very.imporlant for you to manage your time well, to
schedule definite times and places for studying specific subjects. To help you with this, we've _in-
cluded here a schedule form that Dr. Raymond Landis teaches his students to use, He says;

"My approach is to have the student schedule his or her entire week as follows.

1 Write down all your commitments on the form. These include classes, meetings, job, travel,
and . so on. 0

2. The rest of your time is available for either study-or recreation,
3 Schedule blocks of time In study. Write-down both where you will study, and what subjects

you will study."

*Dr Landis finciS that this approach improves the student's efficiency. That is, one you have
scheduled your time, you don't have to keep making decisions about whether to study, and when,
and where, and what Once you have scheduled your time, stick to your schedule. ACademic suc-
cess comes only when you have learned to study efficently.

As you become more efficent in your study, you may want to allow more time -for some sub-
jets, and less for others Fine. But don't give up scheduling. Simply change your schedule; Make
new commitments to yourself and keep them. Since time management is basic to engineering, you
are practicing-a skill you will use throughout your engineering career.

Each of the professors and engineering student program directors who have reviewed this
booklet has made some comment about the heavy work load which engineering students must.
carry Dr Gamble at Georgia Tech. says, "Learning and Studying mean tsork. Students must
understand that a commitment to learning by studying (up to 8 4)10 hours per day) means also a
commitment to work,
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HOW TO STUDY SMARTLY
CAPSULE VERSION

What To Do:
I. Study most important material first.

Find out which principles and processes you
must know for examinations and -future
coursework. Do this by asking tutors, or other
instructors, or by studying old exams. Or ask
your professor to point out the most impor-
tant parts of his lectures assignments.

II.' Focus on' -"what you have not yet
mastered.
What answers did you get wrong on your tests
and homework? Spend 30 to 90 minutes
studying those problems and principles. Then
check your results with someone else.

III. Periodicallyre-study important
material.
Schedule some of your study time for going
back over earlier material you expect to find in
exams in future courses. Solve again some
problems you have already done. This helps
you xemembir important principles.

IV. Do homework within two days.
Get to work right evay when your teacher in-
troduces a new subject, or new principle, or
new procedure, Do your assigned homework
or practice within two days,. to improve your
memory.

31

V. Get help aftei one hour's fruitless study.
You've worked hard for an hour trying to
-solve a new problern or understand a new
concept. But it still 'doesn't make sense. What
do you do? Don't give up, but don't waste
any more time either-. Get help from a tutor, a
fellow student, or an instructor.

VI. Join a study group to keep up with
homework.
Find one or two other students taking the
same courses you are taking. Agree do
regular times to meet and help each. other
with difficult problems and concepts.

VII. Check 'your academic progress every,
week.
Develop an "early warning system" of your
own. Are :ou getting behind in homework?
Are you getting poor grades? Do you feel you
aren't understanding the material? If the'
answer to any of these is yes, don't wait. Get
help from a tutor, an instructor, or a fellow
student.

VIII. Use "time-on-task" concept to study
well.
Schedule study time and, stick to your
schedule. Find ways to use your study time
more efficiently, and ways to reduce the time
it takes you to learn. Use the sections of this
booklet to,find out how.


